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Abstract. 
This paper attempts to illustrate a „Material System“ that can exemplify a hybrid material behavior 
through a designed assembly of two categories of materials (biological and textile). The transformable 
system is achieved by natural dynamic transformations, using the potential of seeds for their passive and 
active, adaptive and responsive characteristics. The paper will showcase a series of experiments 
illustrating alternative forms of plant organization, human management and dynamic transformation in 
textile interior scenarios. The use of jacquard double weave structures on industrial machines allows a 
variety of patterns and constructions. Pocket weave is used in order to create enclosures capable of 
accommodating external elements such as seeds seamlessly. Activated by surrounding factors and forms 
of human management, the final prototypes, presented within an interior scenario, attempt to utilize the 
various behavioral properties, creating a non–tech responsive structure. Consequently, the research opens 
up the design space for climate responsive architectural structures where the responsive capacity is 
embedded in the structure of the material system itself. The paper aims to contribute to the future 
development of biophilic design and biodesign in the context of textile and interior design. 

Keywords. hybrid textile structures; biophilic design; textile transformation; biodesign, design for 
biocycling.  

Figure 1 (The interior scenario that displays the hybrid structures, resulting from the developed material system) 



Introduction. 

In the context of this paper „Material System“ is described as an interdependent assembly of 
materials based on biological materials such as seeds, and textile materials, i.e. natural fibers, with 
an intention to create vegetal–textile compound structures on the scale of the interior. 

  
This paper focuses on the assembly of hybrid interior textiles in a collaboration with Svensson 

AB aiming at connecting their departments for interior textiles and climate screens by proposing 
scenarios that bridge textile interiors with managing conditions for growing crops in greenhouse 
environments [1]. Therefore pocket weaves were industrial produced and further processed 
manually, i.e. filled with substrate and seeds as a transformative material. Consequently the 
possibilities of weaving as a textile technique with its dimensionally stable characteristics and 
variety in patterns (full width industrial jaquard) and bindings are explored. The transformations of 
the inserted biological material is activated by environmental conditions such as levels of moisture 
and light or forms of human management. Their transformation is expressed by changes in size, 
form, color, texture, pliability, weight and odor.  

The paper hopes to contribute to the future development of biophilic design where sufficient and 
satisfying relationships between nature and humanity are as important as minimizing the impact of 
modern activities on the environment (Wilson, 1984; Kellert, 2016; Beatley and Newman, 2013). 
Thus, alternatives to indoor plant organization and their management which is in this context 
summarized as human management the experience are proposed and include activities such as 
planting, observing, harvesting, eating, touching, cutting, and different forms of watering. 
Consequently the material system holds potential for architectural applications in the context of 
hybrid houses, where domestic living spaces and horticultural practices, i.e. urban gardening meet.  

Context 

Nowadays, new concepts of living attempt to break the separation of human and nature through 
urban development, proposing new models of hybrid housing and urban gardening, where human 
management and food production intersect; here, these new models of living promote self-
sufficiency towards rising prices, declining quality, food safety and the global food–challenge 
(Doron, 2005; Bohn, 2005). Additionally these systems and new services satisfy the urge to 
experience nature as expressed by i.e. gardening and creative physical work (Louv, 2010). The 
direct relation to nature is also a response to new research discoveries, which push us to rethink our 
relation to the vegetation and urban living (Ryan, Vieira, and Gagliano, 2015). 

ReGen Villages is a new visionary model for the development of off–grid, integrated and 
resilient eco-villages that can power and feed self-reliant families around the world. The 
architectural development of the ReGen Villages was undertaken by EFFEKT, a danish architectural 
office. They developed amongst others the overall site plan, the housing typologies, their features, 
the food production and the ReGen System. The Greenhouse area that encapsulates the entire house 
and creates space for private or social activities works as an extended living zone and is represented 
by common Greenhouse aesthetics and traditional ways of furnishing living spaces and plant 
organization. Beside the potential of addressing some of the challenges of a growing world 
population, the growing food crisis, the scarcity of resources and the human impact on the 
environment, ReGen Villages also wants to provide a social value by creating a framework for 
community and by reconnecting people and nature and consumption with production. As their main 



approach is „applying science into the architecture of everyday life“, nature in the ReGen Villages 
has a mainly functional purpose [2,3]. 

  
Kono Designs urban farm is an exemplary model of integrating natural experiences in today´s 
indoor–based work–life. The employees of Pasona Group Headquarters plant, grow and harvest 
their food in a nine–story building in the middle of Tokyo´s metropolitan area, where they share a 
common space with suspended tomato vines, lemon trees, broccoli and rice fields (Andrews, 2013). 
The vegetables and fruits are grown in shelfs, beds, they climb on bars, cover facade and walls, 
grow down from ceilings and are stored below furnitures, thus they are organized, in or on rigid 
structures, covering specific places. The employees are taught by professionals how to plant, take 
care and harvest. Konos urban farm redefines urban food production and turns everyday office work 
inside out by adding co–habitation with plants, maintenance and the pleasure of gardening into 
everyday indoor activities [4]. 
  

The hybrid houses create a new form of interior as Warne describes: „Living in a greenhouse 
gives architecture a fourth dimension, where time is represented by movements of naturally 
recycled endless flows of growth, sun, rain, wind and soil in plants, energy, air, water and 
earth" (Fredriksson and Warne, 1993). Consequently the design field opens up for contributions that 
address new forms of habitation by bridging outside and inside aesthetics and activities and 
consequently propose new forms of living. Subsequently new fittings/furnishings are needed to 
illustrate, promote and shape these new environments. Textiles are commonly used in all areas, i.e. 
interior, horticulture, agriculture, landscape design, but are usually clearly differentiated in their 
aesthetic and functional properties, addressing their distinct usage. However, more attention needs 
to be aimed at the role of textiles, as dynamic and flexible element, contributing to an emphasis of 
the physical, sensual and embodied essence of architecture. This research aims to propose 
alternatives to indoor plant organization and their management by developing vegetal–textile 
compound structures that open up for new forms of interactions and expressions, addressing the 
fourth dimension opening up with the contemporary progressing developments in hybrid housing 
and contributing to Biophilic Urbanism on the scale of the interior. 

Method. 

The approach to develop a series of transformable interior textiles by using seeds as a smart 
material can be divided into five categories. The first step is to design the pattern of the cloth with 
its pockets and channels for accommodating the biological material. The second step is the textile 
construction, the bindings, followed by the third step, the selection of the textile material. After the 
fourth step, the industrial production, the biological material is chosen in the fifth aspect. The sixth 
step is the manual insertion of the biological material, i.e. seeds and substrate. The final stage is the 
further processing of the material system to create an interior scenario. 

The first stage of the research focused on the pattern design for envelopes and structures that 
promote enclosures for the biological material to be filled in and which also enable the seedling and 
the substrate to transform and alter the textile structure [FIGURE 2-6]. Therefore the design is 
based on pockets in different sizes and shapes as well as stripes as hollow channels that vary in their 
thickness and curvature. The alignment of the stripes in warp or weft orientation effects the 
alignment of the stripes in regard to the cloths further processing.  
 



Figure 2-6 (A series of pattern designs for pocket weave that focus on envelopes in various sizes and shapes, connected by tunnels or 
closed from each other.) 

The second aspect focused on the design of bindings in relation to the patterns and the intended 
manual insertion. Loose/open bindings create space for creating bigger openings to access an 
enclosure without destroying the construction [FIGURE 14]. Another point to consider is the 
potential for interactions between bindings and materials, i.e. germinating seeds, substrate, water, 
light. Dense bindings keep substrate, reduce the influence of light and create friction between cloth 

construction and the sprouting plant. Open constructions promote the access 
to light for the germinating seed and reduce the friction between construction 
and sprouting plant. For the selvedge two different bindings have been used 
[FIGURE xx]. The binding in the top shows a very open construction. The 
weft–threads can be pulled out or cut easily to open the channels from the 
side to introduce substrate and biological material.  

Figure 7 (loose selvedge in the top opens easily for inserting substrate and seeds, the selvedge in the 
bottom is used for the fabrics at Svensson AB and creates a stable edge and prevents the fabric from becoming frayed.) 

The third step, choosing the textile materials, was restricted in this case to an existing warp at 
Svensson AB and materials already at hand and experienced in weaving processes in house. The 
warp material is a 32/2 mix of wool 85% and Polyamide 15% and has been used as a weft material 
as well. Principally an organic combed 24/2 cotton material was used as in the weft. 

The fourth stage of the research was the production of the textiles on a Picanol jacquard loom at 
Svensson AB. The width of the warp measures 4096 threads on a width of 150cm. The maximum 

size of a repeatable pattern is 4096 ends and 10000 picks. Thus the 
maximum dimensions of one pocket possible to weave on the 
machine is 150 cm wide to in between 300 – 600 cm high, 
depending on the pick density, and therefore suites/fits an 
architectural scale. 
 
 
Figure 8 (the process of weaving on a Picanol at Svensson AB) 

The fifth aspect focused on the selection of the biological materials, i.e. seeds, but also 
substrates. Some purchased mixes of seeds, for example coriander, lentils, rucola and mungbeans 
have been used and selected because of their combinational taste and variety in color and 
dimensions of the seeds [FIGURE 12]. Seed–tapes have been used for their textile expression and 
the regular spacing of the seeds. Cotton padding, perlite and coconut tablets were chosen as 
substrates [FIGURE 9-11]. Cotton padding is used for growing sprouts, perlite is a sterile, white 
substrate used in hydroponics and capable of absorbing and storing moisture and coconut fiber 



tablets fit into smaller pockets and expand by applying water. As soil and fertilizers are not used in 
this series, the textiles cannot facilitate the growth of entire plants. The focus lies on the small scale 
interaction of the germinating seed and tiny sprouts that develop with internal energy.  

Figure 9-12 (The series of images shows coconut tablets, cotton padding, perlite and a mixture of seeds, used for growing edible 
sprouts.) 

The sixth step dealt with the insertion of the seeds, substrates and if applicable an integrated 
watering system. Using the openings on the cutting edges, plastic pipes for watering were inserted 
into the warp oriented channels. The substrate was inserted with the help off a cone and by using the 
loose bindings to create an opening in parts of the patterns or by opening the construction from the 
sides which was enabled by using a loose binding for the selvedges. The coconut tablets were 
introduced through openings within the patterns.   

Figure 13-17 (pocket weave with an open and dense construction, manipulated to facilitate the insertion 
of biological materials, i.e. seeds and coconut tablets or perlite) 

The final stage of the experiment focused on the further processing of the material system by 
using the vegetal–compound structures as curtains, upholstery, tablecloth, carpet and ceiling, 
exemplifying a common interior scenario. 

Results. 

The installation, illustrating the interior scenario was exhibited in the Textile Museum at the 
University of Boras and comprises five sets of prototypes: seat poufs, a table cloth, a carpet, a 
curtain and a textile ceiling [FIGURE 1].   

The basic prototype is a fabric, woven on a Picanol jacquard loom using a black and white warp 
1:1. The warp material is a 32/2 mix of wool 85% and Polyamide 15%. The warp is used for the 
production of the upholstery collection called ACCESSOIRE at Svensson AB (12 different patterns 
on the same warp). At a width of 150 cm, the warp consists of 4096 warp threads with a density of 
27 threads per cm. Principally an organic combed 24/2 cotton material was used as a weft material. 
However, for the carpet the warp material has been used in the weft as well. Four bindings, and two 
bindings for the selvedge were used as basic constructions [FIGURE 14]. Their main differentiation 



is the density of the bindings, directed to enable openings or prevent substrate with different 
graining sizes from falling out.  

The initial results of these set of prototypes reveal success in exploring pocket–weave structures 
for containing seeds and substrates and in illustrating an interior scenario with them. The 
maintenance by forms of human management was carried out by a sprinkler system and a water–
balloon–drip irrigation system as well as by manual watering. 

ceiling 

Figure 19-21 (The first image shows a hand–weaving experiment which led to the development of the pattern and the ceiling 
prototype) 

This Prototype originated from small scale hand–weaving experiments. 
The piece differentiates in its purpose as a ceiling fabric. Its geometrical 
stripes include channels in which lettuce seed–tapes were inserted. The 
fabric consists of striped tunnels with an open construction on the face and 
a dense construction on the back, separated by stripes interweaving both 
layers. A sprinkler system is an attempt to provide a regular level of light 
rain under which the seeds would germinate. The emphasis on the 
interaction between seeds and construction applies here as well. The goal 
is not to grow plants, but to observe the seeds transformation through the 
translucent ceiling fabric. However, it is difficult to figure out the right 
raining periods and to avoid dripping scenarios or long times of dryness.   

Figure 22 (Upper layer bindning 2/2 for creating an open construction, more dense construction 1/1 on the backside. Both layers are 
joined using a 2x4 construction.)   
Figure 23-25 (Three views of the striped double–weave with channels with an open face and a dense back. The second image shows 
the inserted seed–tapes and the translucent expression of the fabric as a ceiling) 



carpet 

Figure 26-28 (The idea of a carpet derived from a small scale experiment and let to the design of a pattern and the full scale 
prototpe. 

Derived from a small scale hand–weaving experiment, this prototype illustrates a full scale floor 
covering, filled with perlite and a mix of seeds, i.e. lentils, mung beans, rucola and red clover. The 

wave–shaped surface design is carried out as channels, using the 2/2 and 
the 1/1 binding for creating a contrasting construction. The prototype is 
the only example where the warp–materials has been used as a weft. In 
contrast to the ceiling prototype the open and dense parts alternate and are 
used on face and back. Consequently the layer of growth will be effected 
by the contrasting constructions as well as the draping of the cloth on the 
floor. As the piece is filled with a lot of perlite, the seeds will have a more 
constant access to water. In this case the watering is done by the visitors 
using a watering can.  

Figure 29 (pocket–weave construction consisting of 2/2 and a 1/1 bindning for creating an contrasting construction) 

table cloth 

Figure 30-32 (An experiment with crochet and grass seeds turned into a pattern with circular enclosures and the prototype of a table 
cloth.) 

 
Inspired by a circular matrix for plant growth, the table cloth contains 
various seeds i.e. red clover, mung beans, in a mix and separatly. The 
example aims to demonstrate the interaction of a range of germinating 
seeds with the cloth. Therefore the 2/2 construction was chosen for the face 
of the circular enclosures. The surface design consists of these circular 
enclosures as well as channels with a dense construction, which haven´t 
been used in this case. As in the previous example, the open construction 



has been used to create openings to insert the biological material as well as to provide 
access to light. As different seeds have been used, they will create different layers of 
growth and interactions with the construction. Thus the differences can be observed 
in one prototype. The watering here is taken care of by the sprinkler system due to the 
environment of the museum. As the sprouts are edible they can be harvested and 
being eaten, creating an analogy to a set table. 

Figure 33 (The image shows all the used double weave constructions) 

curtain  

Figure 34-36 (The first image shows the initial inspiration in form of an early exploration, followed by the pattern design and the 
final result in the installation) 

This prototype illustrates a vertical structure for containing bigger plants in 
a pattern that can also be used to integrate a drip irrigation system by using 
balloons filled with water. The pattern design consists of a range of 
channels that connect bigger organic shaped pockets in warp orientation. 
Therefore it can be adapted to different lengths for usage in the scale of the 
interior or architecture. The balloons in the upper sequence of pockets 
provide water for a singular flow. The foundational construction of the 
prototype is a 1/1 pocket weave on both sides which creates dense pockets/
channels that prevent substrate and water from coming through easily. The 
light grey parts in the pattern design [FIGURE 35] refer to the open 
construction 2/2 that has been used to create openings on the face and to fill 
the round shaped pockets with perlite and seeds [FIGURE 35, 38]. 
 

Figure 37 (The 2/2 1/1 construction for the open parts of the pockets. The bottom image shows the foundational 1/1 construction for 
dense pockets and channels.) 



Figure 38-43 (From left to right the series of images shows the process of inserting perlite, inserting the tubes for watering, a back 
view on the filled structure, balloons in the upper layer of envelopes for watering the ones below. The last two images show an 
observation of water flowing through the hollow channels without using a tube for water transportation - little water comes through 
the dense construction, most of the water flows down, building a puddle on the floor. ) 

seat poufs 

Figure 45-47 (the pattern design based on a material exploration with a vegetal–textile hybrid crochet on a weave with a contrast of 
open and close constructions led to a seat pouf with envelopes that are filled with soil tablets and seeds ) 

Derived from small scale experiments using weaving and 
crochet, this prototype focuses on designing enclosures as 
part of a distinct pattern. The construction is based on the 
contrast of the described bindings in different combinations. 
Using the interwoven construction in contrast to pocket–
weave constructions using the open and dense bindings as 
described in the previous prototypes. The small enclosures 
are not connected but organized in a pattern capable of 
accommodating soil tablets, cotton padding and/or seeds, 
i.e. red clover, alfalfa, radish, burnet. The different 
possibilities of insertion, altering the pattern and their 
expressional effects on the surface design are explored. The 
inserted material is the foundation for the layer of growth, 

activated by forms of human management, in this case by an automated sprinkler system. As the 
material does not absorb but rather prevent water from penetrating the cloth, it has to be watered 
very regularly for the seeds to germinate and sprout. The watering will then lead to expressional 
transformations, swelling of the coconut fiber tablet, expanding the pocket, germinating seeds and 
their interaction with the different bindings. As the processes of transformation and the watering 
interferes with the common usage for sitting, new forms of interaction open up. Beside observing 
the transformation of the pattern by the sprouts, they also can be harvested and eaten.  

Figure 48 (The image shows all the used double weave constructions) 



Figure 49-54 (From left to write the images show an opening, enabled by the open construction, the inserted coconut tablet, the 
raining system, a seat watered by the raining system and the water–drops on the cotton–wool mixed fabric.) 

Conclusion. 

The initial results of these prototypes reveal success in hosting seeds and substrate and 
demonstrate the ability of using industrial weaving processes to produce fabrics to integrate 
biological elements to create a transformative material system. However, the process of textile 
design requires many rounds of trial end error until the desired behavior is achieved. Therefore 
observations and reflections on processes of transformation in regard to the surrounding conditions 
are vital data that can be gathered from the analog model. For future applications in an architectural 
context, i.e. hybrid housing, indoor gardening, these data could feed into the design of a 
computational model to support the design process through simulating the transformative material 
system and its response and adaptation to the environment. Immediate advancements in the 
transformative material system can be obtained with more experiments on different materials, 
patterns, production processes, forms of human management and surrounding environmental 
conditions in regard to plant growth and maintenance.  

The proposed material system could redefine the aesthetics of inside and outside blends by 
designing and facilitating interaction possibilities between textiles and plants as well as with 
humans. Consequently the research described in this paper, contributes to biophilic design on the 
scale of the interior, by blending indoor and outdoor expressions into interior textiles. The material 
system reveals natural processes that open up a discussion for seasonal interiors, indoor climates, 
processes of degradation in interior scenarios. Thus, cultural and aesthetic bias are challenged and 
new methods for the textile design practice required.  

Most spaces in between inside and outside, within built environments, are poor representations 
of their origin. Floor–plans of the Nature Houses provide a view on the interior. Furniture, textiles, 
materials, pots and flowerbeds meet, but they usually don´t interact with each other to express the 
hybrid environment, the hybrid nature they are part of. „We are beginning to recover a certain 
philosophical respect for the inherent morphogenetic potential of all materials“ (DeLanda, 2004). 
To most contemporary attempts of climate-responsive architecture, the development of no-tech 
responsive architecture differs as all the responsive capacity is embedded in the structure of the 
material itself. In the article „Material Computation: Higher Integration in Morphogenetic Design“ 
Menges (2012) claims that architectural design approaches still struggle to fully explore the 
„’materials’ richness of performative capacity and resourcefulness for design“. This also applies to 
the textile design practice. Generative computational systems that integrate material, form and 
performance in the design process, the integration and modulation of behavior and transformative 
capacities of hybrid plant–textile structures, can help simulating the design intend for textile design 
approaches on the scale of the interior. Consequently the development of interaction scenarios and 
fabrication methods is supported. Weaving therefore can be easily digitalized. Additionally the 
seeds potential should be included to estimate and simulate their transformation and their 
interaction with the textile construction, i.e. the changes in the surface design. The digital 
architectural process will be opened up for a new generation of materials with natural growth, 
requiring maintenance and proposing new variables for the design process. 
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